3D – Review Answers
You try

Read the text again. Who has which house (or houses)?
1. The yellow house? I am positive it’s John’s. Yes, it’s his.
2. The white house? I think it’s Frank’s. Yes, it’s his.
3. The green houses? Maybe they’re Joe’s and George’s. Yes they’re theirs.
4. The blue houses? I’m sure they’re Judy’s. Yes they’re hers.
How about Jane and Janet?

Answers may vary.

Look at the picture under the text again and say who has what.
The hats? Jane has the polka-dot one.
1. The hats? Janet has the striped one.
2. The shirts? Jane has the pink one.
3. The shirts? Janet has the greenish grey one.
4. The trousers? Jane has the purple ones.
5. The trousers? Janet has the blue ones.
Jumble

Put the words in the correct order.
1. The mine black is one .
2. are colourful The socks hers .
3. car Which is theirs ?
4. Ours the are ones there over .
5. on the The one table mine is .
6. are yours ones Which ?
7. Hers the green light one is .
8. ones Which Mr are Miller’s and Mrs ?
9. one is the Hers the on right .
10. next The one to hers mine is .

The black one is mine.
The colourful socks are hers.
Which car is theirs?
Ours are the ones over there.
The one on the table is mine.
Which ones are yours?
Hers is the light green one.
Which ones are Mr and Mrs Miller’s?
Hers is the one on the right.
The one next to hers is mine.

Your turn

Maybe your family has some books at home – romantic ones, English ones, old ones, new ones,
expensive ones, cheap ones, interesting ones, boring ones, funny ones, sad ones, short ones, long ones.
Write about them.
The romantic ones are mine. The funny ones are my father’s.
1. The ones in my bedroom are all mine.
2. The ones in the living room belong to everybody. They are everyone's
3. My mother's ones are boring. The interesting ones are my brother's
4. All the romance ones are my father's. He likes those ones.
5. The magic one is my great grandfather's.
6. The weird one is my cousin’s.
7. There are cookery ones in the kitchen. They're my father's too.
8. The big red one is mine, from when I was three years old.
9. The small yellow one might be my sister's. Yes, I think it's hers.
10. The cheap ones are not ours. Our neighbour left them here. They are his.
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